AllNews

r2 - 2008-04-23 - 08:30 StefanRoiser

20. November 2007 LCG Configuration 53f released...

AllTwikis
NEW - 2007-03-07 - 22:20 StefanRoiser

All TWiki Sites This page contains a dynamically generated list of all sites hosted on the CERN TWiki
Server. List of Sites StefanRoiser 07 Mar 2007

CERNcvsAccess
r5 - 2011-05-25 - 02:42 BenediktHegner

This page is deprecated. Please have a look at http://sftweb.cern.ch/spi/

CMakeDiscussion
NEW - 2012-06-06 - 18:02 BenediktHegner

CMake tips' n' tricks to be filled discussion list: cmake users #64;cernNOSPAMPLEASE.ch BenediktHegner
06 Jun 2012

CompileLinkRun
NEW - 2005-07-14 - 16:50 AlbertoAimar

Compile Link and Run Your Application AlbertoAimar 14 Jul 2005

ComputerNaming
r17 - 2011-12-08 - 16:05 BenediktHegner

Computer naming in the SFT group This page is deprecated.

ConfiguringComputer
r3 - 2005-07-15 - 10:15 AlbertoAimar

Back to LCG Workbook Configuring Your Computer Security Recommendations Before connecting your
computer to CERN you should read carefully the Security Recommendation...

DebuggingApplications
r2 - 2005-07-27 - 17:44 AlbertoAimar

Back to LCG Workbook Debugging Your Applications Introduction Compile your code in debug mode and
use the debugger to trace problems in a program at the source...

DevelopingCpp
NEW - 2005-07-15 - 11:05 AlbertoAimar

AlbertoAimar 15 Jul 2005

Documentation
NEW - 2005-07-14 - 16:54 AlbertoAimar

Back to LCG Workbook Documentation

DocumentationTemplates

Back to LCG Workbook Documentation Templates There are several templates useful for writing
documentation for your software applications. Some are for general...

Results from SPI web retrieved at 17:29 (GMT)
Back to LCG Workbook Documentation Tools

**EditingCode**
r8 - 2005-07-27 - 16:05  AlbertoAimar

Back Editing and Running a First Program The goal of this workbook section is to show which are the tools and platforms available to edit, compile and run software...

**ExtSoft**
NEW - 2007-03-30 - 18:08  YvesPerrin

External Software Service YvesPerrin 30 Mar 2007

**GettingToCern**
r3 - 2005-07-25 - 15:23  AlbertoAimar

Back Getting Started at CERN Basic needs, first steps, offices/addresses/persons Maps and buildings : Here is an interactive card and a list...

**GettingToLcg**
r2 - 2005-07-25 - 15:25  AlbertoAimar

Back How to get started in the LCG projects Welcome to the LCG Application Area projects ! If you need general information about CERN, how to register...

**HowToDoxygenOld**
NEW - 2005-12-01 - 16:26  AlbertoAimar

How to generate Doxygen documentation (OBSOLETE PAGE) WHAT TO DO Login as legspi@lxbuild003 cd ~lcgspi/scripts/doxygen There is one file tag.sh...

**HowToPackageSBESETIInstaller**
r2 - 2005-12-15 - 15:05  YannickPatois

How to package the SBE/SETI installer What From any preexistant version of the Installer, from CVS, another tarball or other, there is a way to package the current...

**HowToRunSBESETIInstaller**
r3 - 2005-12-15 - 15:05  YannickPatois

How to run SBE/SETI installer For the impatient If SBE/SETI comes from a CVS checkout, one must first create the generated directory, and build the python scripts...

**HowToSavannahQAReports**
r7 - 2005-06-17 - 15:48  UnknownUser

Back to SPI Workbook How to produce QA Savannah report SPI/QA web page: Please go to the SPI/QA web page to have more information about...

**HowToSendBugs**
r2 - 2011-05-25 - 02:41  BenediktHegner

This page is deprecated. Please have a look at http://sftweb.cern.ch/spi/

**HyperNewsSetup**
r3 - 2006-05-03 - 10:19  AndreasPfeiffer

first setup symlinks for apache in /data/www/html/HyperNewsDocs/ and /data/www/cgi bin/HyperNews/ create the dir in /data/hnInstallations and untar hn tarball...

**LCGAAWorkbook**
r17 - 2005-07-27 - 17:35  AlbertoAimar

Results from SPI web retrieved at 17:29 (GMT)
LCG Applications Area Workbook Getting Started Takes the user through getting an account, desktop setup and account setup. Getting started at CERN Logging...

**LegCmt**
r3 - 2011-05-25 - 03:00  BenediktHegner

This page is deprecated. Please have a look at http://sftweb.cern.ch/spi/

**LcgConfiguration50b**
r2 - 2007-03-29 - 10:22  StefanRoiser

LCG Configuration 50b Externals Package old version new version Short description dcache client 1.7.0.16 1.7.0.28 includes 64 bit version...

**LcgConfiguration50c**
r2 - 2007-04-30 - 10:30  AndreaValassi

LCG Configuration 50c Externals no changes LCG/AA Projects Project Version Short description ROOT 5.14.00d same release SEAL 1.9.2...

**LcgConfiguration51**
r4 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21  PeterJones

LCG Configuration 51 Motivations new externals: dcache client, frontier client ROOT bug fixes (e.g. increase CINT array size) RELAX new STL container...

**LcgConfiguration52**
r3 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21  PeterJones

LCG Configuration 52 Motivations new oracle installation Persistency and POOL bugfixes Externals Package old version new version Motivation...

**LcgConfiguration52a**
r2 - 2007-06-01 - 15:39  StefanRoiser

LCG Configuration 52a Motivations Bug fix in ROOT linking libs against the globus version of libssl Adding dictionaries for iterator classes to HepMCfllx...

**LcgConfiguration53**
r5 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21  PeterJones

LCG Configuration LCG 53 Motivations Changes for performance improvements in COOL Necessary changes in Persistency to support COOL changes Introducing...

**LcgConfiguration53a**
r2 - 2007-08-06 - 12:31  AndreaValassi

LCG Configuration LCG 53a Motivations Changes in POOL Collections Externals CMT version: v1r20p2007070208 (Linux and Windows), v1r20p20070524 (Mac) Package...

**LcgConfiguration53b**
r3 - 2007-09-19 - 08:37  StefanRoiser

LCG Configuration LCG 53b Motivations bug fixes for ROOT and POOL Externals CMT version: v1r20p2007070208 (Linux and Windows), v1r20p20070524 (Mac) Package...

**LcgConfiguration53c**
r3 - 2007-10-25 - 10:37  StefanRoiser

LCG Configuration LCG 53c Motivations bug fix release for gfal, fixing a problem in gfal api.h Externals CMT version: v1r20p2007070208 (Linux and Windows...
LCG Configuration LCG 53d Motivations Complete LCG/AA stack for Mac/Intel Bug fixes in SEAL / CORAL / POOL / COOL Externals CMT version: v1r20p...

**LCgConfiguration53e**
NEW - 2007-10-30 - 02:06 StefanRoiser

LCG Configuration LCG 53e Motivations Bug fixes in ROOT New external packages fastjet and ktjet Externals CMT version: v1r20p200702020 (Linux and Windows)

**LCgConfiguration53f**
NEW - 2007-11-20 - 10:12 StefanRoiser

LCG Configuration LCG 53f Motivations Bug fixes / improvements in CORAL / POOL / COOL Externals CMT version: v1r20p200702020 (Linux and Windows), v1r20p...

**LCgConfiguration54**
r6 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

LCG Configuration LCG 54 Motivations Move to new ROOT version 5.18.00 Checking and possible upgrade of external s/w packages Externals CMT version...

**LCgConfiguration54a**
NEW - 2008-02-21 - 09:04 StefanRoiser

LCG Configuration LCG 54a Motivations Fix problem with python interaction to ROOT (https://savannah.cern.ch/bugs/?32867) Performance improvements in COOL...

**LCgConfiguration54b**
r2 - 2008-03-03 - 09:32 StefanRoiser

LCG Configuration LCG 54b Motivations New features in COOL requested by Atlas Bug fix in CORAL Externals CMT version: v1r20p200702020 (Linux and Windows)

**LCgConfiguration54c**
NEW - 2008-03-03 - 09:31 StefanRoiser

LCG Configuration LCG 54c Motivations Bug in POOL/ObjectionRelationalAccess Externals CMT version: v1r20p200702020 (Linux and Windows), v1r20p...

**LCgConfiguration54d**
NEW - 2008-04-04 - 17:46 StefanRoiser

LCG Configuration LCG 54d Motivations Fixing link problems on osx for POOL and bug fixes in Collections Externals CMT version: v1r20p200702020 (Linux and... 

**LCgConfiguration54e**
NEW - 2008-04-23 - 08:34 StefanRoiser

LCG Configuration LCG 54e Motivations Fixing dcache client software package (using different sets of rpm for deployment). Externals CMT version: v1r20p...

**LCgConfiguration54f**
r3 - 2008-05-02 - 20:51 StefanRoiser

LCG Configuration LCG 54f Motivations Upgrades of external packages Bug fixes in POOL and CORAL Externals CMT version: v1r20p200702020 (Linux and Windows)

**LCgConfiguration54g**
r2 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

LCG Configuration LCG 54g Foreseen release date end of May Motivations bugfixes in Persistency and ROOT, first build for Mac OSX Leopard (including...

**LCgConfiguration55**
NEW - 2008-06-09 - 13:26 StefanRoiser

Results from SPI web retrieved at 17:29 (GMT)
LCG Configuration LCG 55 Foreseen release date ~ June 9th Motivations `de sealing` of LCG/AA projects

Externals CMT version: v1r20p20070208 (Linux... LcgConfiguration55a
r2 - 2008-07-29 - 09:42  StefanRoiser

LCG Configuration LCG 55a This information is also available on the new lcg software page at the page is in testing phase the URL might change to something like...

LcgConfigurations
r91 - 2014-10-27 - 21:08  BenediktHegner

LCG Configurations This page is deprecated. Please have a look at http://ph dep sft.web.cern.ch/project/packages releases Proposed nex LCG Configuration...

LcgExternalSW
NEW - 2007-07-19 - 16:40  PereMato

Main.mato 19 Jul 2007

LCGGettingStarted
NEW - 2005-07-07 - 17:40  AlbertoAimar

Getting Started AlbertoAimar 07 Jul 2005

LcgProjectSW
r5 - 2011-05-25 - 02:45  BenediktHegner

This page is deprecated. Please have a look at http://sftweb.cern.ch/spi/

LcgspiCsh
NEW - 2007-02-14 - 11:26  StefanRoiser

LCG Applications Area Development Environment Setup This page describes how to setup a proper development environment for LCG AA projects The lcgspi script...

LcgTags
r10 - 2011-12-08 - 15:28  BenediktHegner

LCG Configurations This page is deprecated. Please have a look at http://sftweb.cern.ch/spi/

LimMeetings
r4 - 2011-12-08 - 15:24  BenediktHegner

LIM meetings This page has been deprecated. Please have a look at http://sftweb.cern.ch/spi.

LoggingIn
r7 - 2005-07-27 - 14:14  AlbertoAimar

Back Logging In Getting an Account If you are in the PH/SFT group and you want to get a new account on the CERN computing facilities (Linux, EMail, Windows, etc... LxBuildNodes
r14 - 2011-12-08 - 16:04  BenediktHegner

SFT machines This page is deprecated

NBC-DocOverview
r5 - 2008-08-19 - 18:10  MortenDamJoergensen

LCG Nightly Configurator Background The aim of the nightly build system is to help the Application developers when building cross platform software, by ensuring that...

NightliesStatus
r9 - 2008-04-21 - 18:13  YvesPerrin
This page is deprecated. Please have a look at http://sftweb.cern.ch/spi/

A proposal for CMT tag unification Nomenclature We can split architecture related CMT tags into two categories Host tags: these are tags that CMT will find...

To the LibrarianIssues page To the SPI WorkBook page Proposed changes for the configuration LCG 38 The proposed changes of external packages/versions for LCG...

To the LibrarianIssues page To the SPI WorkBook page Proposed changes for the configuration LCG 39 The proposed changes of external packages/versions for LCG...

To the LibrarianIssues page To the SPI WorkBook page Proposed changes for the configuration LCG 40 Last update: 15 Dec 2005 The proposed changes of external packages...

To the LibrarianIssues page To the SPI WorkBook page Proposed changes for the configuration LCG 40a Last update: 19 Dec 2005 There are no changes of external...

To the LibrarianIssues page To the SPI WorkBook page Proposed changes for the configuration LCG 41 Last update Jan 26, 2006 (updated version numbers for projects...
Releases based on this configuration are expected to be ready...

**ProposedConfigChanges42**
r13 - 2006-03-10 - 21:54  AndreasPfeiffer

To the LibrarianIssues page To the SPI WorkBook page Proposed changes for the configuration LCG 42
Releases based on this configuration are expected to be ready...

**ProposedConfigChanges42a**
NEW - 2006-03-31 - 15:27  AndreasPfeiffer

To the LibrarianIssues page To the SPI WorkBook page Proposed changes for the configuration LCG 42a The proposed changes of external packages/versions for LCG 42a...

**ProposedConfigChanges43**
r4 - 2006-04-04 - 18:01  AndreasPfeiffer

To the LibrarianIssues page To the SPI WorkBook page Proposed changes for the configuration LCG 43 The proposed changes of external packages/versions for LCG...

**ProposedConfigChanges43a**
NEW - 2006-05-11 - 09:34  AndreasPfeiffer

To the LibrarianIssues page To the SPI WorkBook page Proposed changes for the configuration LCG 43a The proposed changes of external packages/versions for LCG 43a...

**ProposedConfigChanges43b**
r2 - 2006-05-11 - 11:30  AndreasPfeiffer

To the LibrarianIssues page To the SPI WorkBook page Proposed changes for the configuration LCG 43b The proposed changes of external packages/versions for LCG 43b...

**ProposedConfigChanges44**
r6 - 2006-05-11 - 11:30  AndreasPfeiffer

To the LibrarianIssues page To the SPI WorkBook page Proposed changes for the configuration LCG 44 The proposed changes of external packages/versions for LCG...

**ProposedConfigChanges45**
r4 - 2006-06-20 - 16:17  AndreasPfeiffer

To the LibrarianIssues page To the SPI WorkBook page Proposed changes for the configuration LCG 45 The proposed changes of external packages/versions for LCG...

**ProposedConfigChanges50**
NEW - 2007-03-07 - 16:10  StefanRoiser

Proposed changes for LCG Configuration 50 Externals Package old version new version Short description
frontier client 2.6.0.cms 2.7.0...

**ProposedConfigChanges50a**
NEW - 2007-03-07 - 18:04  StefanRoiser

Proposed changes for LCG Configuration 50a Externals no changes LCG/AA Projects Project Version Short description ROOT 5.14.00c bugfix release...

**ReplicateAFSVolumes**
r31 - 2012-09-12 - 18:35  AntonKarneyeu

Back to LibrarianIssues SPI Workbook This page is deprecated. Please have a look at http://sftweb.cern.ch/spi/ Replicating AFS Volumes (The following is also...

**SavannahBackup**
NEW - 2004-11-22 - 10:07  AndreasPfeiffer
Backup for Savannah Where to find the files The main cron for the savannah backup is started from the daily cron (in /etc/cron.daily/savcern backup.cron) and triggers...

**SBE_HOWTO**
r10 - 2005-05-02 - 14:31  YannickPatois

Back to SPI Build External SPI Workbook SPI EXTERNAL SOFTWARES BUILD HOWTO Version 2.0 Foreword: This document present the XML/XSLT version of the spi build tools...

**SBE_Installation**
r5 - 2005-05-20 - 17:31  ElinePoinsignon

SPI EXTERNAL PACKAGES BUILDING INFRASTRUCTURE This is a very short summary of the current configuration of the build system for external packages. This should be...

**SBESETIDocumentation**
r4 - 2005-12-15 - 15:04  YannickPatois

SBE/SETI installer documentation What is sbe/seti installer ? SBE (SPI Build External) and SETI are two connected scripts designed to build the SPI softwares, both...

**SearchResults**
r2 - 2008-03-03 - 15:50  NilsHoeimyr

TWiki search by CERN Search Results You may also search with the internal TWiki WebSearch . Please note that TWiki internal WebSearch may be very slow for large...

**ServerAdminIssues**
NEW - 2005-04-15 - 10:45  AndreasPfeiffer

Server Administration Issues Get a certificate for Savannah Go to the Verisign page at https://onsite.verisign.com/CERNITIS/serverEnroll.htm and ask for a new certificate...

**SetiOnSuSE92**
NEW - 2004-11-11 - 22:29  AndreasPfeiffer

For SuSE 9.2 you have to make sure you have installed the developer kits for OpenSSL and set up the following symlinks: cd /usr/lib ln s libtermcap.so.2 libtermcap...

**SettingUpSwProject**
r2 - 2005-07-27 - 17:20  AlbertoAimar

Back to LCG Workbook Setting Up Your Software Project Software Tools and External Packages available At CERN there are a set of software development tools...

**SoftConfig**
r2 - 2007-05-07 - 14:47  YvesPerrin

External Software Service YvesPerrin 02 May 2007

**SpiAdministration**
NEW - 2004-11-23 - 18:52  AlbertoAimar

Back to SPI work procedures Administration tasks Management of AFS volumes One new version or platform for one package in the supported external software. Who:....

**SpiBuildInstall**
r3 - 2005-02-03 - 09:30  YannickPatois

Back to SPI work procedures Build and installation New installation of a supported external package One new version for one package in the supported external software...

**SpiBuildInstallOnAFS**
r7 - 2005-06-16 - 11:40  YannickPatois
Back to SPI build and install procedures Installing a new external software on AFS External software

**Summary**
Who: Yannick Patois
How: Using spi...

**SpiBuildSealWin**
r3 - 2004-12-13 - 15:52  AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the LibrarianIssues Building SEAL on windows the Real Story : ) Logging in on the Terminal Server and setting up the environment On your windows box, check...

**SpiConfigUpdateOld**
r5 - 2006-08-23 - 15:12  AndreasPfeiffer

To the LibrarianIssues page To the SPI WorkBook page How to update the configurations for LCG AA Updating the SCRAMToolBox Check out the scram toolbox : cvs d...

**SpiDevelopment**
r3 - 2004-11-29 - 16:33  ElinePoinsignon

Back to SPI work procedures Development of SPI Tools Who: Yannick How: pacman XML/XSLT When: Tools to manage Pacman binary caches Tools generating the...

**SpiDistribution**
r3 - 2005-07-27 - 18:25  ElinePoinsignon

Back to SPI work procedures Packaging and Distribution External software Who: Eric Poinsignon How: Usually there is no request for a single external package...

**SpiDocumentation**
r3 - 2005-02-14 - 17:44  ElinePoinsignon

Back to SPI work procedures Documentation Static and php pages of extsoft website Who: Eric Poinsignon How: Managed under dreamweaver. Publication is controled...

**SpiLim2005**
NEW - 2006-02-23 - 09:36  AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the LibrarianIssues main LIM page Minutes of meetings in 2005 Meeting on Dec 15, 2005 Meeting on Dec 01, 2005 Meeting on Nov 17, 2005...

**SpiLimMinutes20041014**
r3 - 2005-06-07 - 14:53  AlbertoAimar

Back to the main LIM wiki page Minutes of the LIM meeting, Oct 14, 2004 Present: Florence Ranjard (LHCb), Shahzad Muzaffar (CMS), Eric Poinsignon (SPI)...

**SpiLimMinutes20041028**
r2 - 2004-12-10 - 12:42  AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the main LIM wiki page Minutes of the LIM meeting, Oct 28, 2004 Present: Florence Ranjard (LHCb), Shahzad Muzaffar (CMS), Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS)...

**SpiLimMinutes20041111**
r2 - 2004-12-10 - 12:42  AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the main LIM wiki page Minutes of the LIM meeting, Nov 11, 2004 Present: Shahzad Muzaffar (CMS), Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS), Eric Poinsignon (SPI), Andreas...

**SpiLimMinutes20041125**
r3 - 2004-12-10 - 12:42  AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the main LIM wiki page Minutes of the LIM meeting, Nov 25, 2004 Present: Shahzad Muzaffar (CMS), Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS), Florence Ranjard (LHCb),...
Back to the main LIM wiki page Minutes of the LIM meeting, Dec 09, 2004 Present: Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS), Florence Ranjard (LHCb), Eric Poinsignon (SPI), Andreas...

**SpiLimMinutes20050113**
NEW - 2005-01-20 - 14:21 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the main LIM wiki page Minutes of the LIM meeting, Jan 13, 2005 Present: Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS), Florence Ranjard (LHCb), Shahzad Muzaffar (CMS)...

**SpiLimMinutes20050120**
NEW - 2005-01-28 - 15:44 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the main LIM wiki page Minutes of the LIM meeting, Jan 27, 2005 Present: Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS), Florence Ranjard (LHCb), Shahzad Muzaffar (CMS)...

**SpiLimMinutes20050210**
NEW - 2005-02-16 - 15:39 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the main LIM wiki page Minutes of the LIM meeting, Feb 10, 2005 Present: Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS), Florence Ranjard (LHCb), Shahzad Muzaffar (CMS)...

**SpiLimMinutes20050310**
NEW - 2005-03-14 - 12:04 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the main LIM wiki page Minutes of the LIM meeting, Mar 10, 2005 Present: Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS), Florence Ranjard (LHCb), Shahzad Muzaffar (CMS)...

**SpiLimMinutes20050324**
r2 - 2005-03-29 - 15:26 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the main LIM wiki page Minutes of the LIM meeting, Mar 24, 2005 Present: Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS), David Quarrie (ATLAS), Vasily Kabachenko (ATLAS)...

**SpiLimMinutes20050407**
r2 - 2005-04-11 - 16:21 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the main LIM wiki page Minutes of the LIM meeting, Apr. 07, 2005 Present: Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS), Vasily Kabachenko (ATLAS), Florence Ranjard (LHCb)...

**SpiLimMinutes20050421**
r2 - 2005-04-22 - 17:07 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the SPI LIM meeting pages and to the LibrarianIssues Minutes will appear ... : ) AndreasPfeiffer 11 Apr 2005

**SpiLimMinutes20050519**
r3 - 2005-05-20 - 10:57 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the SPI LIM meeting pages and to the LibrarianIssues Minutes of the LIM meeting, May 19, 2005 Present: Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS), Eric Poinsignon (SPI),....

**SpiLimMinutes20050502**
r2 - 2005-06-08 - 09:29 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the SPI LIM meeting pages and to the LibrarianIssues Minutes of the LIM meeting, Jun 2, 2005 Present: Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS), Eric Poinsignon (SPI), Shahzad...

**SpiLimMinutes20050616**
NEW - 2005-06-16 - 15:16 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the SPI LIM meeting pages and to the LibrarianIssues Minutes of the LIM meeting, Jun 16, 2005 Present: Florence Ranjard (LHCb), Eric Poinsignon (SPI),....

**SpiLimMinutes20050714**
NEW - 2005-07-28 - 12:26 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the SPI LIM meeting pages and to the LibrarianIssues Minutes of the LIM meeting, Jul 14, 2005
Present: Florence Ranjard (LHCb), Eric Poinsignon (SPI), Shahzad...

**SpiLimMinutes20050728**
NEW - 2005-07-28 - 12:17 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the SPI LIM meeting pages and to the LibrarianIssues Minutes of the LIM meeting, Jul 28, 2005
Present: Eric Poinsignon (SPI), Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS),...

**SpiLimMinutes20050825**

r2 - 2005-09-22 - 10:18 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the SPI LIM meeting pages and to the LibrarianIssues Minutes of the LIM meeting, Aug 25, 2005
Present: Florence Ranjard (LHCb), Shahzad Muzaffar (CMS), Emil...

**SpiLimMinutes20050922**

r2 - 2005-10-07 - 15:18 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the SPI LIM meeting pages and to the LibrarianIssues Minutes of the LIM meeting, Sep 22, 2005
Present: Florence Ranjard (LHCb), Shahzad Muzaffar (CMS), Emil...

**SpiLimMinutes20051006**

r2 - 2005-10-20 - 09:39 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the SPI LIM meeting pages and to the LibrarianIssues Minutes of the LIM meeting, Oct 06, 2005
Present: Florence Ranjard (LHCb), Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS), Eric...

**SpiLimMinutes20051020**

NEW - 2005-10-25 - 11:43 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the SPI LIM meeting pages and to the LibrarianIssues Minutes of the LIM meeting, Oct 20, 2005
Present: Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS), Andreas Pfeiffer...

**SpiLimMinutes20051103**

NEW - 2005-12-01 - 10:49 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the SPI LIM meeting pages and to the LibrarianIssues Minutes of the LIM meeting, Nov 17, 2005
Present: Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS), Florence Ranjard (LHCb),...

**SpiLimMinutes20051201**

r2 - 2010-06-11 - 17:21 PeterJones

Back to the SPI LIM meeting pages and to the LibrarianIssues Minutes of the LIM meeting, Dec 01, 2005
Present: Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS), Florence Ranjard (LHCb), Vasily...

**SpiLimMinutes20051215**

NEW - 2005-12-15 - 17:30 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the SPI LIM meeting pages and to the LibrarianIssues Minutes of the LIM meeting, Dec 15, 2005
Present: Emil Obreshkov (ATLAS), Florence Ranjard (LHCb), Shahzad...

**SpiLimMinutesNext**

NEW - 2005-06-08 - 09:07 AndreasPfeiffer

Back to the SPI LIM meeting pages and to the LibrarianIssues The next LIM meeting is scheduled for June 16, 2005 at 11:00 AndreasPfeiffer 08 Jun 2005
Back to LCG Workbook Testing Frameworks The tools that are recommendend and available at CERN in order to test your applications are: Cpp Unit : the C...

TestingApplications
NEW - 2005-07-13 - 15:30 AlbertoAimar

Testing Software Applications

TestProcedures
r2 - 2005-07-15 - 12:55 AlbertoAimar

Back to LCG Workbook Testing Procedures Overview: The purpose is to define the procedures, tools and methodologies that will be used to assure that several...

TWeederSummaryViews
NEW - 2000-01-01 - 01:00 PeterJones

TWeederTopics
NEW - 2000-01-01 - 01:00 PeterJones

TWeeder info for SPI Total Number of topics: 154 0 Topics updated during the last 7 days Web Topic Date 0 Topics updated during the last...

UseGcovOnOtherProject
NEW - 2005-04-13 - 16:00 UnknownUser

Setup environment: Before using the test coverage tool, make sure to: Add /afs/cern.ch/sw/lcg/external/lcov/2004.03/share/bin to PATH environment variable. Report...

ViaTwiki
r2 - 2008-08-29 - 15:31 YvesPerrin

Contents of this page is included from a non twiki topic and therefore is NOT EDITABLE. YvesPerrin 29 Aug 2008

WebAtom
r2 - 2006-01-24 - 07:07 TWikiContributor

TWiki’s SPI web The web for users, groups and offices. TWiki is an Enterprise Collaboration Platform.

WebChanges
NEW - 2001-08-16 - 21:58 UnknownUser

WebHome
r74 - 2014-10-27 - 21:08 BenediktHegner

SPI Software Process Infrastructure This page is deprecated. Please have a look at http://ph depot.web.cern.ch/project/packages releases Documentation...

WebIndex
r2 - 2001-11-24 - 12:41 UnknownUser

See also the faster WebTopicList

WebLeftBar
r10 - 2008-05-13 - 15:59 YvesPerrin

SPI Services News Search Software Collaboration Documentation Hardware Contact SPI Quick Links https://hypernews.cern.ch/ Hypernews...

WebNotify
r5 - 2005-06-28 - 16:10 AlbertoAimar
This is a subscription service to be automatically notified by e-mail when topics change in this SPI web. This is a convenient service, so you do not have to come...

**WebPreferences**
r24 - 2007-07-31 - 13:45 YvesPerrin

SPI Web Preferences The following settings are web preferences of the SPI web. These preferences overwrite the site level preferences in ., and can be...

**WebRss**
r4 - 2005-03-27 - 15:45 TWikiContributor

/SPI The web for users, groups and offices. TWiki is an Enterprise Collaboration Platform.

**WebSearch**
NEW - 2001-08-08 - 07:26 UnknownUser

**WebSearchAdvanced**
NEW - 2004-01-18 - 11:52 UnknownUser

**WebStatistics**
r3039 - 2019-06-13 - 10:46 TWikiAdminUser

Apr 2006 3187 24 2 245 ProposedConfigChanges41 225 ProposedConfigChanges42 188 ProposedConfigChanges38 177 WebHome 160 FindBuildServers...
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